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forward to hearing their comments at the end of these
joint meetings . Canada's industrial cooperation programme
stands ready to assist in establishing new mutually
beneficial relationships .

To deal with the security needs of the region,
additional programnes will be made available . Among those
proposed :

- Canada is prepared to offer training in civil emergency
planning (to deal with disasters such as hurricanes,
volcanic eruptions, oil spills and epidemics) either to
CARICOM as an institution or to individual states .

Canada is prepared to accept modest increases in the number
of candidates for military and police training on a space
available basis at Canadian institutions .

- A modest number of candidates for coast guard training
will be accepted at the Department of Transport schools
on a space available basis .

Fellow Ministers, the Canadian Government, through
its offices in the Caribbean and through increased direct
exchanges,has decided to step up the level of consultations
with the governments and states of the region and regional
institutions on any and all aspects of our present and future
relationships .

Only with your guidance, indeed your concurrence,
can we bring reality to this enhancement we propose in our
relationship . We in Canada will approach the task with
alacrity and enthusiasm .

If to the goodwill that exists around this task,
we harness political will to improve the situation in these
islands, we could establish a model for relationships among
states .

I hope you will understand and share my own
enthusiasm for the task . I see the purposeful development
of closer, more comprehensive links between our countries,
and the mobilization of the resources needed to touch and
improve the lives of Caribbean men, women and childre n

as a magnificent challenge . We must take these step s
if those values held most dear by Commonwealth merbers are
to be preserved and protected . While Canada would like,
and will try hard to improve our trading and financial
status in the region, I can assure you that Cabinet accepted
this policy in the full knowledge that the primary profit
from the investment of public Canadian resources would be
found in human, humanitarian and political benefits . our
policy is a direct response to the Caribbean suggestio n
at Lusaka that particular attention be given micro and
mini states .
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